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The New Approach
This new approach to thermodynamics is based on a direct metrication of the prescientific concept of heat, leading directly to the conclusion that entropy possesses
all properties of this form of heat. Prof. F. Hermann (University of Karlsruhe,
Germany) has shown in a series of field experiments that it is then possible to teach
thermodynamics even at secondary school level.
It is also possible to quantify the chemical potential, enabling chemical
thermodynamics to lose ist abstract character and become intuitively
understandable. The subject of chemical thermodynamics can then blend smoothly
into other physical chemistry topics and a holistic teaching of physical chemistry
becomes possible.

Benefactor and chairman of the board of directors is Dipl.-Ing. Eduard
J. Job. In 1971 he formed the Job GmbH in Ahrensburg (Germany, near
Hamburg) and this is now the world´s leading producer of heatresponsive glass bulbs (thermo-bulbs) for the sprinkler industry.
As a result of the special importance of thermodynamics for his business and a
strong personal interest in this subject, he started the Job-Foundation in January
2002.

Functionality of a Thermo-Bulb
water

In addition to other works the Job-Foundation preferably supports projects based
on this approach to thermodynamics, as described in the books by G. Job [1] and H.
Fuchs [2]

thermo-bulb
(liquid filled glas bulb)

[1] G. Job: „Neudarstellung der Wärmelehre”, Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft:
Frankfurt am Main, 1972
[2] H.U. Fuchs: „The Dynamics of Heat“, Springer: New York, 1996

sprinkler
As the thermo-bulb becomes hot, the red liquid expands until it finally breaks the
glass bulb to release the water. Next, the steel plate at the bottom of the sprinkler
smashes the water flow into a gentle rain to extinguish the fire below the sprinkler.

Characteristics of the New Concept
1. Unified description of mechanical, electric, thermal, substantial,

Current Projects

... systems.

Quantumchemical and thermodynamical analysis of gas hydrate

2. Macroscopic and microscopic, reversible and irreversible, static

formation

and kinetic systems can be uniformly described.

Theoretical analysis of the growth of water layers on transition
metal surfaces

3. Short calculations which can be easily understood by the
students.
4. All quantities used have an intuitively clear physical meaning.

Writing of text books, hand outs, descriptions of physical

5. Teaching can be easily adapted to all levels of education.

and computational experiments as well as development

6. Reduced effort in teaching and learning saves time (about 50%).

of demonstration experiments for all topics in physical

7. Integration of more than hundred simple but impressive

chemistry

demonstration experiments.

Writing of detailed notes to a lecture for beginners in the field
of physical chemistry including experiments and considering
particularly the new concept
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1.2 Concept of chemical potential µ
Next to the amount of substance n, the chemical potential µ is the most important and useful
concept of chemical dynamics.

·
·
·

Meaning: measure for the „transformation drive“ of a substance;
Name:
according to J. GIBBS (1873) substance potential, today: chemical potential;
Examples: Table 1: Chemical Potentials (Norm State)
Substance
Iron
Table salt
Cane sugar
Water
Acetylene

Initial ideas: HERAKLIT concludes from his observation of nature: “Nothing is constant everything is flowing” (
). This is well-known for the animated nature but also
inanimate things change:
-

bread becomes dry
paper yellows
iron rusts
stones weather

-

butter becomes rancid
rubber embrittles
copper shows patina
wood petrifies etc.

µ [kJ/mol]
0
- 384
- 1544
- 237
+ 209

Comment: By concept µ corresponds to a „force“, not to a work!
Compare: The weight FG is a measure of the tendency of a body to fall, defined by the lifting
work divided by the lifting height h: FG = / h. Unit: J/m = N (Joule/Meter = Newton).
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Test and further development of more than
hundred demonstration experiments
dealing with thermodynamics, kinetics,
and electrochemistry as well as preparation of the corresponding detailed
instructions (including safety aspects and
disposal procedures)

Experiment: Changeability
At first sight, external influences are the reason for these
changes – e.g. iron will not rust without oxygen – but this is
only half the truth because substances which are separated
from the environment also change. For example
- bread becomes dry in a polythene bag, too;
- food also goes bad in a closed can;
- chemicals change in sealed bottles, too.
Experiment: Polymerisation of Acrylic Acid (after long time)

Obviously, things – or more precisely the substances of which they are
made – tend to change without an external reason. This “transformation
drive” is certainly not the same for all substances. For example, let us
have a look at the reaction of sulfur with
Mg ¾¾¾¾ Zn ¾¾¾¾ Fe ¾¾¾¾ Cu ¾¾¾¾ Ag ¾¾¾¾ Au !
explosive
glaring
glowing
smoldering
little
nothing
Evidently magnesium sulfide has the highest tendency to be formed and therefore the lowest
“transformation drive” whereas gold sulfide shows the highest “transformation drive“
comparable to that of the reactants Au + S.
How can this “transformation drive” be quantified? Plausible conclusion: The stronger the
„transformation drive“
· the more difficult it is to form the substance against its ”drive”,
· the more work must be spent by the experimenter.
Possible measure: work for the formation of one mole of the considered substance
(It is self-evident that all other works (e.g. because of friction, lifting, heat transfer,
acceleration, formation of other substances like the solvent, etc.) have to be avoided (or
included in the calculations).)
Definition: Each substance can be associated with a quantity which can be calculated by
division of the formation work W by the amount of substance formed n :

Standardisation: Because the formation work of a substance depends on the particular
reactants, an additional definition is necessary. Most appropriate for chemistry: Formation
from the e lements as norm state (characterised by n , that means 298 K, 101 k Pa, pure,

Boiling water
at low pressure

natural isotopic composition, most stable modification)
Imaginary measurement set up:

Elements

Product

Materials:

(in norm
state)

(in chosen state (e.g.
pure, solved etc.)

Filtering flask
Vacuum hose
Water-jet vacuum pump
Chemicals:

1.3 First Applications:

Warm water (30...40°C)

In rough (zeroth) approximation m can be considered as constant at room conditions and
common concentrations.

Safety:

What is the meaning of the algebraic sign of ?
- zero (µ = 0): chosen by definition for an element in the norm state, m E n = 0 .
e.g. dihydrogen m H 2 n = m H 2 g = 0 , but monohydrogen m H g = 203 kG .
- negative (µ < 0): substance is formed spontaneously from the elements (because it possess
a weaker „transformation drive“ than the elements from which it is formed)
cf. CO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3 (Tabelle 2).
- positive (µ > 0): compound tends to decompose in the elements .
Experiment:
Decomposition of NI3 by flash light

Experiment:
Decomposition of S4N4 by blow

To avoid implosion-related incidents never evacuate damaged glassware (with
“stars”, cracks etc.). Always wear safety glasses.
Procedure:
Fill the filtering flask to one third with warm water and close it with a rubber stopper.
Then evacuate the filtering flask by a water-jet vacuum pump.
Observation:
The warm water is boili ng at temperatures much lower than 100 °C, even at room
temperature.
Discussion:
The process can be described by the following equation:
H2 O(l) ® H2 O(g)

W/ n
·

Unit:

J/mol = G (Joule/Mol = Gibbs),
short name according to a suggestion of E. WIBERG (1972);

The chemical potential
water at standar d cond t ons (T
o
mbar) is smaller than that of water vapour , ( )
Substance

2 8

ressure coeff c ent

hemical potential

H2O (l)

-237,2

18,1×10-6

H2O (g)

-228,6

24465×10-6

p

1 1

a

But the chemical potential of gases and therefore also of water vapour is s trongly
dependent from the pressure and the corresponding pressure coefficient is very high.
=
t suff icientl low pressure (T 2 8
wi become sma er than t hat of
Disposal:
-

0

+ × p

the chemical potential ( ) of water vapour
water
and the water boil s.

